Volunteers needed to help patients adjust to society at state hospital
by STEVE EMBMALL

The third Annual Mozart Festival can be heard starting tonight at 8:15 p.m. in the Union. The concert is part of a six program series emphasizing the music of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. The second of two concerts held at the Union will feature chamber music.

ASI groups get budgets frozen until year reports are submitted
by Bob Terrill

The operating budgets of ten ASI groups were frozen by the summer interim Committee July 18. The action will prevent the groups from receiving any money from ASI until their 1973-74 year and report is reviewed by the Activities Planning Center.

According to Finance Committee Chairman Mike Meiring, the groups which did not file the report on time included the ASI Activities Committee and the 1972-73 year end report is received by the Finance Committee. Mike Meiring, the groups which did not file the report on time included the ASI Activities Committee and the 1972-73 year end report is received by the Finance Committee.
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Staff Comment

Smoker pleas for open machines

Imagine yourself sitting at a bridge table in the Union Games. You're playing pass-a-pot and your partner has just handed you an eight spade. Before you bid, you're trying to balance your hand and you've got four spades, two hearts, and a heart in your rebids. There are many possible rebids, and your choice will depend on how you want to play the hand. It can be a very tense moment as you're trying to make the right decision. The importance of the rebid cannot be overstated, as it affects the entire hand and can determine whether you make or lose points. So, let's explore the possibilities and see if we can find the right rebid for this hand.

Don Helfer

As the Burger Bar, etc. area is open

Imagine you are walking into the Burger Bar and you notice a sign that says, "This is the smoking area." You can see people sitting and standing, enjoying their food and drinks. Suddenly, you notice a smoke-filled atmosphere and realize that you are about to encounter a smoking area. You take a deep breath and prepare yourself for the experience.

There are many different types of smoking areas, and each one has its own unique atmosphere. Some may be small and intimate, while others may be large and open. Some may be indoors, while others may be outdoors. Some may have a specific type of music playing, while others may be quiet and peaceful. Some may have a bar or restaurant attached, while others may be standalone smoking areas.

Regardless of the type of smoking area, there are always people who enjoy smoking in public. They may be烟民s, friends, or family members. You may find yourself in a smoking area with people you know, or you may be in one with strangers. It can be a unique experience, and you may even find yourself enjoying the experience.

However, it's important to remember that smoking is not for everyone. Some people find it offensive, and the smoke can be harmful to those around them. It's important to respect the feelings of others and to find a way to coexist in a shared space.

Student Viewpoint

Station stifles creativity

by Brad Brown

KCPR is five years old. Officially, in these five years since KCPR has attached itself irrevocably to the local radio wavers as “The Voice of Cal Poly.” In these five years others have attached themselves, irrevocably, to Cal Poly. There have been those who have added and broadened KCPR’s development. There have been times when lack of facilities has stopped KCPR’s development. The only thing that, has kept KCPR diverse and vital is its staff. KCPR is made up of students of a variety of departments and colleges. KCPR is like no other station in the California University chain in that only the chief engineer is the only salaried position. KCPR is like no other station in the California University chain in that it does not waste money. KCPR does not waste money, for it receives little. The engineers at KCPR are forced to borrow equipment from various areas throughout the campus to maintain the station. KCPR is not the most ill-equipped station in the state (her former sister station in Pomona, (continued on page 3)
Growing fuchsias is a hobby that can turn into a full-time job. Harold Haas, owner of Friendly Fuchsia Farm, said that he started growing the plants on a hobby basis and it soon got out of hand. Haas established the farm on Almaden Ave. in San Jose Paloo and built an additional greenhouse.

KCP.

(continued from page 1)
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Lately San Luis Obispo has been a popular area in the morning hours between 8:00 and 7:00 a.m. It is indeed comfortable enough to take that time to be used in some of the many countryside walks at Cal Poly. Every one of us can spare an hour or two in order to get mellowed out.

Below the Bear Mountain dorms there is an inconspicuous road that passes through a gate of metal and enter into eucalyptus trees. The pavement soon gives way to dirt as the road winds its way among dry scrub and broken rocks towards Poly Canyon.

A hike out Poly Canyon Road is very easy and if you walk out in the morning, very cool. The road is flat and a bit more than seventeen miles long. So you see, anyone can do it.

Everything is dry. The brush is gray and covered with dust from passing cars. The oak trees are the only relief from the heat, if you should plan an afternoon hike between classes.

Poly Creek still runs these days and is usually not more than fifty feet away from the road. The water is generally drinkable if there are no cattle nearby.

At the end of the road is the treasure. In the little turn around that marks the road and two trails begin. The trail to the right and over a grade to it but there are concrete structures being completed.

One enters Poly Canyon through an odd metal sculpture after crossing over a fence gate. The trail is well defined and maintained. It has some grade to it but there are comfortable shaded resting areas.

The country side is typical of the countryside all over the Santa Barbara, San Luis Obispo, Monterey Counties area. The soft golden slope, patches of dark green marks of oak trees, are hidden places and hall in the excitement of eve and get back to the campus which seems thousands of miles away in time.

As the sun sets behind the hills the birds and other life of the canyon shed their cool shaded hiding places and hail in the fresh, cool twilight.

There is time between sunset and dark to breathe in all the intensity of life and get back to the campus which seems thousands of miles away in time.

But in twenty minutes you return to the less aesthetic existence of Cal Poly with a refreshed and regenerated mind and spirit. And you can never help but feel that this canyon is yours alone.

The view is unspoiled. From where you stand to the mountains of 3,000 foot Santa Rosa Range, there is but one farm complex and a few fences.

The evening is another fantastic time to enjoy the canyon. As the sun sets behind the hills the birds and other life of the canyon shed their cool shaded hiding places and hail in the fresh, cool twilight.
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